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ATL is the world's leading producer and innovator of lithium-ion batteries. We are known worldwide for our high-tech, high-volume prowess in developing, producing and packaging high quality rechargeable lithium-ion battery cells and packs. Our service, know-how, production capacity and system integration capability is impressively outstanding.
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Products
The ATL Li-ion battery product family includes high energy density, high power, fast charge and arbitrary-shaped cells and so on. To cope with or even lead the market demand, we have developed various types of li-ion battery cells to meet the needs of many different consumer electronics devices.
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High Energy Density
The energy density of cells is what determines the standby time and single charge range of such essential devices as mobile phones, laptops and tablet PCs ......
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High Power
ATL is the pioneer in High-power lithium cell technology, which is used extensively in consumer electronics ......
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Fast Charge
Fast charge has become an essential requirement in smart hardware development, something we have known for a while ......
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Arbitrary Shaped Cell
Life is only going to get smarter. Thanks to mankind's many unthinkable technological feats, AR/VR and wearable devices ......
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Devices We Power
ATL is proud to design the batteries that power many electronic devices and empower the lives of countless people that have come to rely on them.

Battery applications for smart phone, notebook, tablet, power bank, drone, robot, wearable device and AR/VR, etc.
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R&D and Smart Manufacturing
ATL Research Institute is a comprehensive laboratory which integrates material development, testing, validation and other functions. Nearly 20 independent labs are under the jurisdiction. The strength and number of patents of the research & development team are leading in the industry at home and abroad.

Simulation, advanced material and more.
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Social Responsibility
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) at ATL means aligning our business practices with the needs of society while protecting the environment.

EESS LIB lithium battery energy storage system, each of the power reduction 4.238 tons CO2 .
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Join Us
ATL believes that our employees constitute our most important assets. Our success is the result of their talents, skills, energy, creativity and dedication. In order to attract, develop and retain the people we need to succeed, we are committed to offering an environment where our employees can thrive while having the opportunity to continue developing their careers.

You are the best, join us!
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